
God our companion, 
May we know your presence with us as we continue our pilgrimage of discovery and faith. Amen.  
 
Last year, I was fortunate to spend a week in Chartres, a city famous for its cathedral and the13th century labyrinth. I’ve 
always loved labyrinths and walking this one was high on my retirement list of things to do. 
 
 I don’t know how many of you are familiar with labyrinths but they differ from a maze. Mazes are designed to make you 
lose your way, to encounter dead ends, whereas a labyrinth is intended to help you find your way as there is only one 
route to follow. Since walking the labyrinth can be considered a metaphor for our spiritual journey, it’s not surprising that 
sometimes it’s not always easy to keep to the intended path and I have certainly watched people go off course and wonder 
whether they are going to get back on the intended path to reach the centre or get out again!   
 
Most days when you enter the cathedral, the forty two foot diameter labyrinth is hard to spot as it is covered by rows of 
chairs. If you are looking for it you will find the centre of it in the aisle, and on the first day I visited, standing within that 
centre was as much as I could really achieve. The rows of chairs obscured the rest of the path I so wanted to tread.  On 
that day,  for me the chairs represented demands in life, obstacles to me continuing my journey. Fortunately I only had to 
wait another day until the weekly transformation of the nave occurs when all the chairs are removed and the full extent of 
the labyrinth revealed. That morning, it wasn’t busy but a number of people were already walking it’s path. I sat and 
watched and, unlike most other pilgrims,  felt drawn to take off my shoes 
 
As I walked barefoot, I could feel the cold uneven stones beneath my feet and wondered how many others had walked this 
route ahead of me. I kept eyes open to prayerfully follow the meandering path, I realised the loops and curves were not 
only physically moving me back and forth but emotionally and spiritually taking me closer to what could be felt in my heart 
and bringing me back to the edges, the space where my head could process things. This sacred space was freeing my head 
and heart to connect, to focus on what was happening inside of me as well as around me. 
 
Arriving at the centre I paused and prayed.  
 
As I followed the path back to the threshold. I became conscious that as I retraced my steps, I encountered more people 
than I had been aware of on the way in. Seemingly moving in the opposite direction to me, I still felt connected to them 
even though I did not know or speak to them. I was journeying alone, yet accompanied by others. 
 
Having reached the threshold, I once again sat, reflecting on and nurtured by the experience. At this point I realised why 
there were more encounters on my return journey, because although nearly everyone kept to the path on the way to the 
centre,  many pilgrims then cut across the labyrinth instead of retracing their steps.  
 
For me, retracing my steps was equally important as I realised neither reaching the centre nor returning to the threshold 
were my final destination. The journey continues to feed me as I recall it and return to it. These days I don’t always have a 
labyrinth to walk but for me, just walking side by side with a companion, whether human or God, can remind me of that 
day. It’s not always easy to have that feeling of connecting with the sacred, especially at times where you feel overwhelmed 
by the stresses and demands of life. It involves trust, continually moving forward on the journey step by step. The disciples 
had to overcome their fear, not of the storm but of the ghostly figure of Christ they encountered that morning and Peter 
had to accept Jesus invitation to “come”, keeping his eyes focused on the out-stretched hand of God.  Jesus caught Peter at 
the point his faith wavered, God incarnate with a human heart. God continues to reach out to us through others, our 
physical and spiritual journeys touching as we continue our pilgrimage of discovery and of faith.  
 
Amen. 

 
 


